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Is there a need for level 0 controller accreditation and/or a register for volunteers?   

Orienteering Australia has 3 levels of controller accreditation: 

 

Level 3 Controller – for Group A events; national championships, Australian 3-Days, National League etc. Approved 

by OA Director, Technical, after appointment by host states. This level of controller needs to be familiar with 

Orienteering Australia’s Rules, and also with international standards. 

Level 2 Controller – for Group B events; state championships, badge events (if anyone holds these any more), 

national schools’ championships.  This level of controller needs to be familiar with Orienteering Australia’s Rules. L2 

controllers are appointed from within states, by states’ technical directors (if they have someone in an equivalent 

role); preferably not from the same club as that hosting the event, but not all states have this as policy. 

Level 1 Controller – for Group C events, which are loosely classified as anything below Group A & B; historically it has 

been expected/anticipated that states would train & utilise their level 1 controllers to oversee the more significant 

forest races variously known as State League, State Series, Orienteer of the Year - but in practice this is done variably 

from state to state, and inconsistently between host clubs within states.  

 

Originally the primary distinctions between Group C & B events were (apart from the requirement for familiarity 

with OA rules for Group B events), that pre-entry, pre-marked maps, electronic timing and pre-allocated start times 

would only be required/utilised for Group B events. These days, however, even a local urban event will have online 

entry, colour maps printed using course planning software, and use of Sport Ident. 

 

The question of having a zero-level controller for minor & urban events has come up from time to time, as has the 

question of possibly having a register for all volunteers (this being perceived as a liability issue, and also previously 

there was a push from the Australian Sports Commission to increase our number of registered officials, so it was 

suggested  at OA Conference some years ago that perhaps course planners and event organisers could formally be 

accredited in the same way as OA Controllers.  

The following comments from 2018 OA conference participants who were representing their states in this 

discussion, were documented:  

• ONSW now needs a comprehensive safety and environmental plan in order to access land. The best way to ensure 

this happens is through accreditation of course setters and controllers.  

• Organisers at all levels need to do things correctly – if not, orienteering could be barred from entire council areas.  

• The States are seeking a system from OA where it is easy to accredit people.  

• Potentially the curriculum can come from the national level and the state associations could do the accreditation.  

• There is potential for an on-line course for course setters. This could include content on managing a range of risks 

and the importance of obtaining land owner/manager permissions. 

 

There was no commitment from OA at that time to undertake preparation of a Level 0 controller accreditation 

pathway; as discussed in the Make Events Easier to Organise paper, states have responsibility for the training and 

education of their course planners and event organisers - and for preparing information manuals and guidelines, 

although a central repository could potentially be maintained by OA, or at least a page with links to each state’s 

documents.  

However, since that time the process of training/accrediting Level 0 coaches through the Sporting Schools’ pathway 

has been successful, so it may be worthwhile considering whether there is still demand from states for a controlling 

equivalent. If so, this would require someone to take the project on and coordinate it with input from state 

representatives; possibly this would take place in conjunction with preparing an OA resources web page. 
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Comments received from states and individuals after this paper - and also the paper on 

Making Events Easier to Organise - was circulated: 

“I just see way too much room for error not having anything below Level 1 - in local bush events and in urban ones 

where the risks are different and if anything more dangerous. 

Without a formal level 0, I agree that a certificate of attendance or some other recognition of controlling basics is a 

good step forward. Augmented by a checklist of things the person must do in that role, and some optional extras. 

This knowledge then gets passed around the club. I know of some clubs who don't even have anyone vetting a bush 

event, but where an experienced member mentors a new setter.” 

*************************************************************************** 

“I’m an advocate of training and assessment, not only to support people to volunteer for a task but also from a risk 

management perspective, so that when we’re in front of the judge we have evidence of a robust system of training 

and recording program. 

I don’t see an issue (with event management) if volunteers are adequately trained and supported, any new 

time/labour saving initiatives are promoted and supported and everyone ‘trains their replacement’ to pass skills and 

knowledge on. 

If someone isn’t interested in learning about online entry or electronic timing for their event then contract someone 

who is. There are more of us moving into contracting for events as a side hustle now.” 

*********************************************************************************************** 

Some suggestions were received for minimising workload and/or data sharing: 

• SI Droid for timing 
• OOM (Open Orienteer Mapper) for tablet/PC mapping 
• Google Forms for ‘low key’ event entry (although newbie registration in Eventor probably needs to be 

addressed/improved) 
 

“I’ve been passing on details of a new GNSS device I have been using for mapping for the last year …. it’s reliably 

giving 1-2m accuracy even under tree cover so it’s a real “game-changer” as far as survey is concerned. Attached 

map I used it with LIDAR point cloud base material and the GNSS agreed EXACTLY with every bit of detail in the lidar, 

so enabled me to very accurately plot the hundreds of boulders that were not on the lidar.” (Qld mapper) 

“ONSW currently has a subscription to NearMaps that is used to provide high resolution imagery to clubs and 

mappers. We are on the smallest plan available and find that we never come close to our monthly data limit and so 

we would like to discuss the idea of either sharing the cost of the subscription with other states/clubs/mappers. 

Another other option would be for OA to take over the subscription and provide imagery for all states and 

territories. Coverage is really only for the major population centres https://www.nearmap.com/au/en/current-

aerial-maps-coverage “ 

In summary: it seems that states are still happy to continue organising lower-level events without Orienteering 

Australia’s involvement, and to mentor volunteers in all aspects of event management, and most states already 

have manuals & ‘go-to’ people. However, most states agree that a formal framework for training +/- accrediting 

these volunteers is a good idea. Therefore OA’s recommendation is to convene a working group which would 

identify the training requirements and accreditation processes for a position which may or may not be formally 

known as Level O controller.  
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